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Collaboration



What partners need to get started

Digital resources that are freely available online and 

copyright cleared

Existing metadata for the digital resources

Commitment to the standards (Dublin Core, 

XML/RDF)

Someone to be responsible for partner work.



Scope

Around 75,000 records – scalable model

Focus on New Zealand Aotearoa

Mostly images, but also audio, 3-d virtual 

objects, film clips, and e-texts

Mostly historical, some born digital objects



How Matapihi works

Matapihi uses EnCompass

Contributors manually send selected data from records 

in dc format (e.g. title, creator, date) in xml files to NL to 

be  uploaded to Encompass

Data includes a canned link pointing users into your 

own system to see large image and full record

The matapihi thumbs are stored on contributors system.



Dublin Core in Matapihi
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Showcases

Simple search

Advanced 
search



Advanced Search – lets you limit to organisation





Architecture Showcase



Clicking on image takes you directly into 
UofA database to see large image and full 
details

Dublin Core Metadata





Auckland Railway Station – federated search results



Results 
from 3 
libraries -
•1927
•1930’s
•1960’s
•2006



University of Auckland Architecture – old stuff - scanned



University of Auckland Architecture – new stuff- born digital



The value of Matapihi

For users it enables:

Easy discovery of collections created and stored by different 

institutions in different places

‘Federated style’ searching across collections

For University of Auckland Library it:

Raises the profile of our collections and our University

Increases access/use/discovery of our collections

Demonstrates our ability to provide digital content in a professional 

way



University of Auckland Experience

Timeframe (8 weeks Sep-Oct 2006) for launch at NDF

150 hours work for Matapihi contribution

+ 50 hours work internal housekeeping on 

databases/servers for public access

Contributed 3 archive collections, total of 5250 records:

Anthropology (2444 photos)

Archaeology (2444 photos)

Architecture (362 architectural drawings/plans/photos)



Architecture                       Archaeology                  Anthropology



Breakdown of Process in order

Reading/correcting/understanding MOU and schedules

Creating database structure documents

Creating mapping documents (our field- to their field)

Creating matapihi thumb images

Creating output report in rdf/xml for records

QC of data and data editing in dbase after seeing 

output (e.g. removing double quotes from title field)



Process Continued

Sending sample outputs and mapping table back and 

forth several times to NL until we all get it right! 

5 times for first collection

3 times for second collection

QC data and display in NL test system, queries on 

searching etc

Input suggestions for images in showcases/postcards

Input suggestions for enhancements to EnCompass



What we learnt (all done inhouse)

Creating rdf/xml outputs (not too hard but an eye for 

detail definitely required)

Using an xml editor (Oxygen)

That our data needed ‘tidying’ before public showing 

and to conform to xml requirements 

That our databases needed ‘housekeeping’ before 

potential public hammering



What we learnt continued…

That our database structures needed documenting

(what was obvious to us was not to NL)

That the Matapihi process needed documenting for 

future data loads (e.g. which records we had selected 

to contribute)

That we should have started earlier than 8 weeks 

before deadline!!!



Partner feedback

Unsure how we will add/update records in future since there seem

to be issues with this at NL end.

Wanting active input into showcases and requesting creation of 

new ones e.g. architecture (showcases really important due to 

broad nature of searching).

Under estimating the amount of time our ‘internal housekeeping’ 

would take (to ensure Inmagic databases operate in a robust, 

stable public environment).  



Feedback

Saw an opportunity to co-ordinate our response to 

reproduction requests and set systems in place (did not 

have an online ordering system).

Unplanned exchange of our servers and moving images –

temporary re-direct placed on url’s, required re-load of data.

Difficulty of viewing all our images in NL dev system for QC.

Want to know status of enhancement requests especially for 

searching and which other partners have also requested 

same.



Feedback

Want to know stats of usage ASAP…

May consider making thumbnails matapihi size in other 

collections so that it is not necessary to have duplicate set.

NL were very helpful discussing all our concerns and their 

possible solutions. 

There were no insurmountable problems.



Post-launch thoughts

Totally thrilling to see our images in Matapihi

The hard work was worth it

NL (Virginia and Douglas) were great to work with and 

answered all e-mails very quickly

Contributing future collections will take less time 

because we understand the process now, and we’d like 

to contribute more stuff



Ongoing partner responsibilities

Data updates

Governance Board

Strategic development and suggestions

Communications and marketing



National Library responsibilities

Technical infrastructure

Documentation

One-on-one advice on standards and data mapping

Project management

Quality assurance

Communications and marketing

Helpdesk support

Translation costs

Domain name



Flushed with successFlushed with successFlushed with successFlushed with success…………........ Hundertwasser public toilet at Kawakawa, 
April 2000, Rose Holley (photographer), University of Auckland Archive.


